
Click, Clack,Moo: Cows That Type

Doreen Cronin

When Farmer Brown's cows find a

typewriter in the barn they start making

demands, and go on strike when the

farmer refuses to give them what they

want.
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Matthew A. Cherry

A little girl's daddy steps in to help her arrange

her curly, coiling, wild hair into styles that allow

her to be her natural, beautiful self.
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The Legend of Rock, Paper, Scissors

Drew Daywalt

You've played the game. Now read the legend

of how it all began...
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Hello Hotdog!

Lily Murphy

Hot Dog is chilling out on his comfy

bread with some corn and a couple of

fries when ... DISASTER! It looks like

he's about to be LUNCH! Will YOU

help Hot Dog escape?
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Hooray for Hat!

Brian Won

Elephant wakes up in a grumpy mood, but

a present on his doorstep--a hat--cheers

him and he sets out to greet his neighbors

who all, it seems, need hats of their own.
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The Button Book

Sally Nicholls

Follow a group of animal friends as they

discover a collection of mysterious

buttons, all of which do different things!
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It's Shoe Time!

Bryan Collier

If you choose to wear unmatched shoes,

can they still be a pair?
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Sparkly New Friends

Heather Burnell

Unicorn and Yeti run into each other

(literally) while looking for sparkly things,

and despite some differences, the two

become friends over a shared love of hot

chocolate with rainbow sprinkles.
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MORE SERIES YOU MAY LIKE:
If I Built a...   |  P Van Dusen

Fly Guy  |  E Arnold

Hi, Jack!  |  E Barnett

Ballet Cat  |  E Shea

Giggle Gang | E Thomas

Frank and Bean

Jamie Michalak

Frank likes peace and quiet. He likes his

tent, his pencil, and writing in his secret

notebook. Bean likes noise. He likes his

bus, his trumpet and making music. Loud

music. But Bean is missing something: he

does not have words. What will happen

if Frank shares his words with Bean?
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Sofia Martinez: My Family Adventure

Jacqueline Jules

In this compilation of three separately

published books, Sofia Martinez, her

sisters, and her cousins cope with the

everyday problems of a happy Hispanic

American family.
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Do Not Lick This Book

Idan Ben-Barak

Min is a microbe. She is small. Very small. In

fact, so small that you'd need to look through a

microscope to see her. Or you can simply

open this book and take Min on an adventure to

amazing places she's never seen before.
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Owen & Mzee: The True Story of a

Remarkable Friendship

Isabella Hatkoff

The amazing true story of the orphaned

baby hippo and 130-year-old giant turtle

whose remarkable friendship touched

millions around the world.
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Little People, Big Dreams: Rosa Parks

Lisbeth Kaiser

This inspiring story of Rosa's life is moving,

and approachable for young readers.

Tooth by Tooth: Comparing

Fangs, Tusks, and Chompers

Sara Levine

A playful picture book that will keep

readers guessing as they find out how

human teeth are like and unlike those of

other animals.
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That’s okay! We all read at our own pace

and have our own likes and dislikes. A

librarian can help you find a book that

you will love. Ask us!

“These books aren’t
my thing!"
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